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外祖父、表姐、外表

Seemingly, 外祖父、表姐and外表 are not related to each other. But in fact they are. For外表(appearance), both 外and 表mean ‘outside’ , ‘external’. 表originally meant ‘outer garment’ (外面的衣服), which is why it looks the same as 衣at the bottom. From this original meaning derive many other meanings of 表, such as those in 表里如一, 表示, 表明, 表面, 表皮 and表情, denoting ‘outside’, ‘external’, or ‘externalize’.

The same is true when it comes to kinship terms. It is well known that kinship terms in Chinese make the distinction between age, thus ‘brother’  becomes ‘哥哥’(older brother) and ‘弟弟’(younger brother) and ‘sister’ is translated into ‘姐姐’ (older sister) and ‘妹妹’ (younger sister) in Chinese.  It’s also very important whether relatives bear the same surname. The English word ‘cousin’ has to be translated into many different equivalents in Chinese. If cousins share the same surname, kinship terms will bear the prefix堂, (literally ‘hall’, ‘holding ancestor veneration services under the same roof’). 堂哥and 堂弟are sons of the brother of one’s father, older or younger than oneself, while 堂姐and 堂妹are daughters of the brother of one’s father, older or younger than oneself. 

Sisters of one’s father marry traditionally someone with a different surname. After their marriage, they are no longer considered a member of the family but become ‘outsiders’. When one addresses their children, the kinship terms 哥, 弟, 姐, 妹 will be prefixed by 表 (external) to indicate they come outside one’s family. On one’s mother’s side, both her BROTHERS and sisters are outside of one’s family, therefore, kinship terms also need to be prefixed by 表.

By the same token, since one and one’s maternal grandparents come from different families, the latter are called 外公, 外婆 , or more formally, 外祖父, 外祖母—note the difference to祖父 or祖母 which mean paternal grandfather and grandmother respectively. The children of one’s daughter are called 外孙or 外孙女, in contrast to 孙子or 孙女, who are the children of one’s son. 

表姐： daughter of one’s paternal aunt, maternal uncle or aunt, older than you
表哥： son of one’s paternal aunt, maternal uncle or aunt, older than you
表妹： daughter of one’s paternal aunt, maternal uncle or aunt, younger than you
表弟： son of one’s paternal aunt, maternal uncle or aunt, older than you


 




